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The Governor of California
President pro Tempore of the Senate
Speaker of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor and Legislative Leaders:

This follow-up audit report provides an update on the city of Montebello’s efforts to address the concerns from our December 2018 report that determined Montebello is a high-risk city because of significant financial and operational risks.

This report concludes that Montebello continues to face challenges related to its financial stability. Montebello’s financial situation grew worse in fiscal year 2019–20, spending nearly $11 million more from its general fund than it received in revenue. Moreover, in August 2021, we updated our local high-risk dashboard, which measures the fiscal health of California cities, and determined that in fiscal year 2019–20 Montebello was one of California’s 10 cities at greatest risk of financial distress. Montebello currently projects that its fiscal situation will improve, partly due to a new voter-approved sales tax, but it will need to continue to ensure that its spending aligns with revenues.

Though Montebello has attempted to improve operations in multiple areas since the 2018 audit, such as by updating competitive bidding requirements in its municipal code and improving its golf course operations, we identified continued operational deficiencies related to the management of city-owned hotels and its procurement processes. In one instance, Montebello likely violated state open meeting laws when the city council approved a loan to pay for upgrading one of its hotels without properly notifying the public in advance. Further, Montebello did not always adhere to competitive bidding requirements in its municipal code, and we identified purchases for which city staff did not follow the city’s new petty cash and credit card policies and likely violated state law prohibiting the gift of public funds.

To address these concerns, we present several recommendations in this report, such as ensuring that city council agendas include all matters of fiscal policy that the city council will consider in public sessions, and creating a policy to formally document situations where a valid reason exists for staff to deviate from procurement requirements in Montebello’s municipal code, when allowed to do so.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

ELAINE M. HOWLE, CPA
California State Auditor
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Risks the City of Montebello Faces

In December 2018, we issued an audit report titled *City of Montebello: Its Structural Deficit and Poor Operational Processes Threaten the City’s Financial Stability and Delivery of Public Services*, Report 2018-802. In that report, we concluded that concerns related to Montebello’s business activities and retirement costs, its lax oversight of the two hotels it owns, and its poor contracting and staffing put it at high risk for waste, fraud, abuse, and mismanagement. As we describe in Appendix B, state law requires that we issue an audit report at least once every three years with recommendations for improvement when we designate a city as high risk. In this follow-up audit, we found that although the city has made progress in addressing our recommendations, it remains a high-risk city because of its financial decline during fiscal year 2019–20 and its continued operational deficiencies.

Montebello’s financial situation grew worse in fiscal year 2019–20, the most recent year for which it has audited financial statements. The city ended that year having spent nearly $11 million more from its general fund than it received in revenue. In August 2021, when we updated our local high-risk dashboard, which measures more than 400 California cities according to 10 financial indicators, Montebello’s ranking in terms of its risk of facing fiscal distress rose from 81st in fiscal year 2018–19 to 7th in fiscal year 2019–20. Although it currently projects improvements in its financial situation for fiscal years 2020–21 and 2021–22, it will need to leverage its new sources of revenue—including a new sales tax its residents recently approved—to achieve year-over-year financial stability.

Operationally, Montebello has made significant positive changes in the nearly three years since our December 2018 report. It hired a new, permanent city manager and a director of finance, and it substantially updated its municipal procurement codes in response to our audit. It has also taken actions to control its retirement costs, although one of the approaches it has taken—issuing bonds to address its pension liabilities—still has the potential to negatively affect its finances. Finally, it has begun planning to improve the golf facilities it owns, as we recommended during our previous audit.

Nonetheless, it still needs to improve its oversight of its hotels and its procurement practices, as well as its adherence to state requirements regarding public meetings and the use of public funds. For example, we identified an instance where Montebello likely violated state open meeting laws when the city council approved a loan to pay for upgrading one of its hotels without properly notifying the public in advance. Montebello also used public funds to purchase about $7,600 worth of gifts for its employees, which we think constitutes a gift of public funds. The California Constitution prohibits such gifts of public funds. After we brought this issue to Montebello’s attention, city officials raised private funds to cover the cost of the gifts. We also identified poor adherence to competitive bidding requirements and to the petty cash and credit card policies the city developed following our 2018 audit. For example, we noted likely split transactions—where an individual or individuals make multiple small transactions in order to avoid procurement requirements on higher dollar amounts—in both petty cash and credit cards.
To help Montebello continue to address the risks we identified, we make multiple recommendations to the city, including the following:

- The city council should ensure that it includes on the council meeting agenda all matters of fiscal policy it will consider during a public session, as state law requires, and that it discusses these matters in the public forum.

- The city should revise its municipal code to prohibit the purchases of employee gifts with public funds.

- The city should create a policy by January 2022 requiring staff to formally document situations when a valid reason exists for deviating from procurement requirements in its municipal code, when the code allows it to do so.

- The city should update its credit card policy by January 2022 to prohibit splitting payments to avoid the transaction limits and to require city council approval for any transactions above the limits.

Agency’s Proposed Corrective Action

The city agreed with most of our recommendations, although it disagreed with many of the findings supporting those recommendations. The city did not provide a corrective action plan; thus we expect it to submit one by December 13, 2021.
Despite Progress in Some Areas, Montebello's Financial Stability Remains Uncertain

Montebello’s Financial Situation Declined in Fiscal Year 2019–20, but It Projects Improvement Over the Next Few Years

In our December 2018 audit, we found that the city had struggled to generate sufficient ongoing revenue to meet its expenses. Moreover, we determined that although the city was supporting its general fund through one-time revenue sources, its retirement costs and business activities—such as its golf course—could prove to be a significant drain on its resources. Montebello’s finances improved slightly in the years immediately following the 2018 audit. However, its financial situation then declined dramatically in fiscal year 2019–20, in part because of the economic repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic (pandemic). Partly as a result of a new tax its voters recently passed, the city currently projects improvement in the upcoming years.

Montebello’s most recent audited financial statements are from fiscal year 2019–20 and show that the city had total expenses across all of its funds of about $137 million. In that fiscal year, its spending exceeded its revenue: it finished that year with a $14.7 million operating deficit across all of its funds and a $10.8 million operating deficit in its general fund. As Figure 1 shows, this is a significant decline from its fiscal year 2018–19 general fund surplus of about $2.9 million.

Its fiscal year 2019–20 deficits were the result of both a decline in revenue and an increase in spending. Its overall revenue decreased by about $3.5 million because of lower sales tax collections and reduced hotel occupancy, much of which the city attributes to the pandemic. The city also noted in its financial statements that it experienced a $1.5 million reduction in cannabis licensing revenue from fiscal year 2018–19. At the same time, Montebello’s expenses increased by about $12 million, including a $7.5 million increase in its general fund expenditures. We identified no single reason for this increase; rather, the city’s fiscal year 2019–20 financial statements demonstrate its struggle to balance its various spending priorities with its revenue leading up to and during the pandemic. For example, Montebello experienced costs related to issuing and beginning to pay interest on new bonds in late 2019 and 2020, as well as to increasing pension costs.1 The city also told us that adapting its administrative practices to COVID-19 was an unforeseen expense.

Because of Montebello’s financial decline, our office identified it as one of California’s cities that were at the greatest risk of fiscal distress during fiscal year 2019–20. In August 2021, we updated our local high-risk dashboard based on our review of cities’ fiscal year 2019–20 financial statements, the most recent available. As Table 1 shows, we identified key financial indicators related to savings and borrowing—general fund reserves, liquidity, and debt burden—in which Montebello was experiencing elevated risk compared to our previous assessment based on fiscal year 2018–19. The regression in these

---

1 As we discuss later in the report, Montebello used bond proceeds to supplement its pension plan in June 2020. Because this action occurred only days before the end of the fiscal year, it did not significantly reduce the fiscal year 2019–20 contributions Montebello needed to make to its pensions. Also, the action did not eliminate an additional amount the California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS) requires cities to contribute annually, that is calculated based on employee payroll data. The city’s finance director explained that the bond issuance would significantly reduce pension costs going forward.
indicators led us to reclassify Montebello’s overall financial risk from moderate to high, indicating an elevated risk of the city being unable to fund services for its residents.

Some of these increases in financial risk are tied to the city’s fiscal year 2019–20 reserves. Its lower revenue and higher expenses depleted Montebello’s general fund reserves, limiting its ability to respond to further revenue declines or expenditure growth and still maintain services. According to our local high-risk dashboard, Montebello was among the 20 cities with the lowest general fund reserves, relative to city expenditures, in fiscal year 2019–20. We also identified the city’s liquidity level as high risk because the general fund’s balance of cash and investments was low enough that the city might have difficulty paying the costs of providing services to residents. We further noted that the city’s debt burden had become higher risk because its overall debt had increased.

Montebello’s elevated risk levels in fiscal year 2019–20 demonstrate that its finances have continued to experience instability after our 2018 audit. However, we note that this analysis represents a specific moment in time during the early months of the pandemic, when many cities were experiencing financial turmoil. In contrast, Montebello’s budgets for fiscal years 2020–21 and 2021–22 show that the city is predicting a rebound in its finances from the early days of the pandemic. In fact, the city’s budget
for fiscal year 2021–22 forecasts revenue growth and anticipates a slight general fund operating surplus. The city is also optimistic that funding from the federal American Rescue Plan Act of 2021—which our office calculated to be more than $16.5 million for Montebello’s allocation—will provide it additional resources to meet infrastructure and operational needs. The fiscal year 2021–22 budget does not specifically allocate this federal funding, which the city expected to receive between May 2021 and May 2022. According to its fiscal year 2021–22 budget, the city has received at least half of the anticipated federal COVID relief funds. The city identified several potential uses for these funds, including recovery of previously lost revenue, sewer infrastructure upgrades, and information technology upgrades. According to the budget, this may help Montebello address unmet infrastructure needs and ultimately contribute to the city’s financial stability. However, we have not received final financial information for fiscal year 2020–21 and thus cannot assess the city’s projections.

One reason for this revenue growth is that the city has an important new funding source: in March 2020, city voters passed a sales tax measure, a step they had been unwilling to take in the past. The city reported that it collected about $7 million in fiscal year 2020–21 from this tax. However, the new sales tax will not necessarily solve all of Montebello’s fiscal problems, as fiscal year 2019–20 showed that the city’s spending can significantly exceed its revenue by a greater amount than the new tax will raise. Thus, it is important that Montebello continue to evaluate its spending and determine how to best align its expenditures with its revenue. Although Montebello is showing signs of progress,

### Table 1
In Fiscal Year 2019–20, Montebello Was at High Risk of Fiscal Distress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FINANCIAL INDICATOR</th>
<th>LOCAL HIGH-RISK DASHBOARD RISK ASSESSMENT BY FISCAL YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Risk Rating</td>
<td>Moderate Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fund Reserves</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Burden</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Trends</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Obligations</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Funding</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Costs</td>
<td>MODERATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Pension Costs</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Post-Employment Benefit (OPEB) Obligations</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEB Funding</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Analysis based on Montebello’s financial statements and CalPERS’s actuarial reports.
in addressing its financial situation, we will continue to assess whether it can leverage new revenue and a stronger economy to achieve year-over-year financial stability.

**Montebello Has Taken Steps to Improve Its Golf Course Operations but Has Yet to Determine the Full Financial Impact of Its Planned Actions**

For decades, Montebello has owned and operated an 18-hole golf course. Our 2018 report noted that this course had historically required support from the city’s general fund in order to operate. We recommended that the city consider recommendations from a consultant it had hired to improve the operations and fiscal self-sufficiency of the course and that it also consider alternative uses for the land. In early 2019, the city council considered and subsequently began to implement some of the consultant’s recommendations, including a move to an online booking system. Montebello also entered into a new maintenance contract for the course and replaced its managing operator—developments that the city staff assert have helped strengthen the course’s finances. Based on preliminary financial data, the city estimates that fiscal year 2020–21—the first full year under the new operator—will prove to have been one of the course’s strongest years in recent history, with revenue about 40 percent higher than the prior year. This allows the city to reduce its general fund subsidy from $751,000 in fiscal year 2019–20 to about $471,000 in fiscal year 2020–21, a significant improvement.

In addition, in March 2021, the city council approved a plan to build a driving range and entertainment facility on a portion of the golf course. Figure 2 shows the location of the planned facility. The city intends to fund this construction by selling up to $50 million in bonds that it will repay over 20 years. To facilitate this plan, the city entered into an agreement with a sports entertainment company, which—once the range and facility are operational—will annually pay the city an amount equal to the city’s debt service for the bonds. In addition, beginning during the second year of the range and facility’s operations, the sports entertainment company will pay the city increasing annual rent payments that will start at $375,000 in Year 2, reach $1.5 million by Year 5, and exceed $1.7 million by Year 20. The rent revenue that will result from this contract—as well as sales taxes on facility

**Figure 2**

Montebello Plans to Add a Driving Range and Entertainment Facility to Its Golf Course, Near Its Two City-Owned Hotels and Event Center

Source: Montebello’s website, financial statements, and driving range development agreement.
concessions—should be greater than the typical annual golf course deficits, and we estimate that the payments could help the course pay back the nearly $2 million it owes the city’s general fund by 2030.

However, the city intends to renovate the golf course around the driving range and entertainment facility, citing the need to update aging infrastructure and shrink the course from an 18- to a 9-hole course to allow space for the new driving range and parking. Montebello’s finance director estimated that funding this renovation could cost $10 million and require bond financing, which would be part of the $50 million in bond financing needed to pay for the driving range and entertainment facility. If so, the potential profitability of the overall project—the driving range and entertainment facility and the city’s new, smaller course—would shrink as the city would have to pay this portion of the debt service costs, which the city has not yet calculated.

It remains to be seen whether or how quickly Montebello can implement these plans, and how much these changes will improve the golf course’s finances, as the city may have to change its plans for the golf course to comply with surplus land requirements in state law. State law generally requires local governments, prior to selling or leasing surplus land to a third party, to first notify certain affordable housing developers that surplus land is available for potential construction of affordable housing, or face financial penalties. According to the city manager, the State recently informed the city that the portion of the golf course with the proposed driving range would qualify under this law. He said that the city worked with the State to see if alternative solutions were available; however, they were not able to identify any. Therefore, the city’s plans for the golf course are on hold pending the outcome of this months-long process. Regardless, whether Montebello is able to move forward with its plans or will see affordable housing built on the property, the city has shown initiative in considering alternatives for the golf course and working to improve the course’s operations.

The City Has Resolved Our Previous Concerns About Its Retirement Costs, Although Its Approach Has Created Ongoing Risk

Montebello has taken actions to control its retirement costs, but one of its chosen courses of action—borrowing to set aside funds to pay pension benefits—still has the potential to negatively affect the city’s finances. In 2018 we found that Montebello’s growing retirement costs could create a financial burden for the city in future years, and we recommended that it consider ceasing payment of some retirement costs. Montebello subsequently negotiated new contracts that shifted certain retirement costs to its employees—specifically, the city had been paying the share of costs usually paid by the employees. It also retained a financial analyst to assist with potential bond sale opportunities for the city, and in May 2020, it sold $153 million in pension obligation bonds (retirement bonds). Montebello used the proceeds to send a lump-sum payment to its investment account at CalPERS in June 2020 to fund all existing obligations for promised benefits for employees.

Although retirement bonds have the potential to reduce the city’s retirement expenses in the future by replacing them with debt payments, the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) and other financial experts have warned that such bonds have significant disadvantages that warrant careful consideration by an issuing entity. For example, CalPERS’s investments may not perform as well as Montebello expects in the long term. If this occurs, the city may find itself again in a situation where it does not have enough funds to cover the benefits it owes and—in addition—would now have debt service related to the retirement bonds. In that situation, which
Figure 3 illustrates, Montebello might need to seek additional revenue or cut other programs to be able to contribute enough new funds to its pension plan to make up for its investment losses, while also paying the mandatory debt service on its bonds.

In a 2014 review of retirement bond issuances nationwide, Boston College researchers found that the amount of money governments had saved by issuing bonds depended on the time period and market conditions. According to the researchers, many issuers had realized some savings from their bonds at the time of the review, but issuers from the late 1990s had experienced little or no benefits 15 years later. The researchers further noted that when an issuer such as Montebello is able to report that its pension plan is financially sound because of new funding from bond proceeds, the city council may experience increased political pressure to expand benefits for employees even though the city will still carry the bond debt for decades.

Montebello’s finance director asserted that the city may not experience typical risks related to pension obligation bonds because it has a dedicated property tax for employee retirement that could help the city pay the bonds and avoid bond-related impacts to the general fund. Since 1946 the city has had a portion of its property tax allocated to city retirement costs. Nevertheless, taxpayers bear these risks, and if investment growth falls below the interest rate of the bonds, the city could have to pay more of its revenue for retirement expenses.

Figure 3
A City’s Invested Bond Proceeds Need to Grow Faster Than the Interest Rate on Its Pension Obligation Bonds

If pension investments do not grow enough, then a city could need to make up for insufficient investment returns...

... in addition to its mandatory debt payments

Minimum needed investment growth*
Example investment value

Source: Bond issuance documents and guidance from the GFOA website.

* Minimum needed growth is based on a city’s interest rate for borrowing. Invested bond proceeds need to grow faster on average than the interest rate a city pays to ensure that it makes more money from investment gains than it loses from paying interest on its bonds.
Montebello Continues to Make Questionable Decisions Related to Its Hotels

City Staff Have Not Provided the City Council With Analysis of the Performance of City-Owned Hotels

Montebello owns two hotels and an event center, which includes a golf clubhouse. All of these properties are located on the city’s golf course. The city has contracts with three separate companies—one for each hotel and one for certain portions of the event center—to manage or operate these facilities. Under these contracts, the city pays the companies an annual fee to manage the properties. In return, the city may receive revenue from the facilities, depending, in part, on the total revenue the companies generate from the facilities. The three companies are under common management by an individual whom we refer to as the hotel operator. City leadership has amended the contracts to manage these facilities several times, and one contract does not expire until 2064. In our 2018 audit, we identified that city leadership had exposed the city’s general fund to significant financial risks through its hotels. In this report, we found that the city has continued to be lax in the oversight of its hotels.

The city’s agreements with the hotel management companies give the companies responsibility for collecting hotel revenue, paying hotel expenses, and tracking and reporting on that activity. After the hotels’ expenses are paid, the remaining revenue goes first to paying the bonds used to finance hotel construction and to certain reserves and administrative expenses, and then to paying the management companies’ fees. Only after all of these expenses are paid can the city receive revenue. In 2018 we found that the city’s general fund had yet to receive disbursements from the hotel in operation at that time, which opened nearly two decades ago.

Without detailed financial information about the performance of the city’s two hotels, the city council has only limited ability to make informed financial decisions to protect the city’s interests. Nonetheless, in our 2018 audit, we found that city staff were not reviewing the financial reports the city requires the hotel operator to submit. We recommended that, to protect the city’s interests, its staff should routinely review information the hotel operator submits and should report to the city council at least annually on the performance of hotel operations.

Since we made our recommendation, city staff have presented a financial analysis of one of the city’s two hotels to the city council just once, in January 2019. In this presentation, city staff identified several areas of concern, including the operator’s failure to submit complete budget projections and the hotel’s expenses growing faster than its revenue. The presentation implied that the city would receive cash flow from the hotels but stated that city staff would need to work with the hotel operator to clarify any inconsistencies before incorporating this information into future reports. However, according to the current finance director, the city did not complete any follow-up reports.

Although Montebello hired a consultant to examine the hotels’ expenses, it is not clear that the city council ever saw the results or took action in response to them. During our 2018 audit, Montebello’s acting city manager stated that the city lacked the hotel industry experience required to determine whether its
hotels’ expenses were reasonable. Following our audit, the city hired a consultant to compare its hotels’ financial performance against a selection of comparable hotels. The consultant found that Montebello’s hotels had similar room revenue but expenses at the higher end of the range of those of comparable hotels. Further, based on the consultant’s findings, we calculated that the management fees of the two hotels were between 7 percent and 9 percent of revenue in 2018, above the average of about 3 percent for comparable hotels. The consultant provided its report to the city in May 2019—before Montebello hired its current city manager and finance director—but we could find no record that staff ever presented the results to the city council.

The current finance director said that city management believes that preparing specific reports on the performance of hotel operations is unnecessary because the city treats the hotels as it treats other enterprise operations—golf, water, and transit—and that it discusses all of these enterprise operations, along with the entire city’s operating and capital budget, when necessary. This perspective is concerning because in 2018 we found problems related to both the golf and water enterprises. Without detailed financial information, the city council risks that it will not detect underperformance, errors, or misstatements in the hotels’ finances and cannot protect Montebello’s best interests when it considers matters related to its contracts for hotel operations.

The City Council Approved a Multimillion-Dollar Loan for Hotel Renovations Without Properly Including It on a Council Agenda

In February 2020, the Montebello city council likely violated state law when it approved a loan from its general fund of up to $3.4 million for renovations at one of the hotels without notifying the public by putting the issue on the council agenda for public discussion and approval. Although state law generally prohibits the city council from discussing or taking action on any item not appearing on a posted agenda, it does allow for some exceptions. One such exception is when a city council determines by vote that there is a need to take immediate action and that the need for immediate action came to the attention of the local agency after it posted its agenda. The Montebello city council invoked this exception when it approved the loan for hotel renovations. However, the city council had been aware of the hotel’s proposed renovations since at least November 2019, when it voted to refinance the hotel’s bond and use the savings to offset expected renovation costs. In addition, according to the hotel operator, the city and the hotel operator discussed these renovations in January 2020, including discussing the likelihood that a loan would be necessary. Given that the city council meets twice a month and is able to call special meetings, we question why the city council did not postpone this issue to a subsequent meeting for which it could have provided proper public notice.

“The Montebello city council likely violated state law when it approved a loan from its general fund of up to $3.4 million for renovations.”

During the February 2020 meeting, the city council approved the loan for hotel renovations without any public discussion. In a report to the city council, city staff indicated that the loan was necessary.
for the hotel to complete significant renovations to remain in compliance with brand standards imposed by the franchise agreement with the particular hotel brand. However, based on our review of the video of the council meeting, the city council did not appear to make either the document authorizing the loan or the staff report describing the need for it available to the public at the meeting. Through its actions, the city council deprived Montebello’s citizens and other stakeholders of their right to remain informed of the decisions of the city council and likely violated the State’s open meeting laws.

Montebello’s decision to loan general fund money without adequate public consideration and without analysis of the hotels’ operations—an issue we discussed in the previous section—limited the city council’s and the public’s ability to assess the loan in the context of other city priorities. Such priorities should have included whether to preserve the funds to respond to unforeseen fiscal needs, such as the economic repercussions of the pandemic. According to the finance director and the hotel operator, the timing of the loan was fortuitous because the hotel operator was able to take advantage of a hotel shutdown caused by the pandemic to facilitate the renovations, which they assert saved $1 million. However, the city could not have known the extent of the pandemic in February 2020, and given additional information and public input, the council could have made, or at least publicly considered, different choices.

**Montebello Has Not Adopted a Policy to Ensure Its Payment of Hotel Management Fees**

Montebello still needs to strengthen its processes for paying the management fees that it owes to the two companies responsible for managing the city’s hotels. These fees, which the city pays annually from collected hotel revenue, compensate the hotel management companies for services such as maintenance, marketing, and the hiring of hotel staff. In 2018 we found that Montebello had historically delayed payment of these annual management fees even when it had funds available to pay the fees promptly. As a result, the city had accrued $1.6 million in potentially avoidable interest expenses from 2002 through 2017, which the city eventually paid off.

After the audit, the city took steps to substantially eliminate its fee obligations: by June 2020, the remaining outstanding management fees for both hotels pertained to 2019 and 2020 only. In late 2020, during the pandemic, the city resumed its practice of delaying some payments, although the hotel operator offered to waive part of the interest due to one of the management companies. The city made payments toward its outstanding fees in August 2021; however, the finance director acknowledged that, as of September 2021, about $317,000 in deferred fees remained outstanding. The city is working to pay that, as well.

We are concerned that the city has not yet developed policies to ensure prompt payment, as we previously recommended. Instead, the current director of finance asserted that the city’s existing hotel-related bond agreements already require it to pay fees when it has revenue available to do so, making an additional policy redundant. However, these agreements were unable to guarantee that Montebello promptly paid its fees in the past and might not prevent it from delaying fees again. Deferring fees and allowing interest to accrue when the means to pay the fees exist is wasteful. Thus, the city’s management of the hotel maintenance fees remains an issue requiring monitoring.
Recommendations to Address These Risks

• To ensure public transparency and to provide the city council with the information necessary for making decisions regarding Montebello’s hotels, city staff should routinely evaluate hotel operations by reviewing the financial information that the city requires the hotel operator to submit. By December 2021 and at least annually thereafter, city staff should report to the city council and the public on the performance of each hotel’s operations, as well as the effect of the hotels on city finances.

• To fulfill its responsibility as the custodian of Montebello’s limited resources and to provide increased transparency and opportunities for public involvement, the city council should ensure that it includes on the council meeting agenda all matters of fiscal policy it will consider during a public session, as state law requires, and that it discusses these matters in the public forum.

• To avoid accruing interest on hotel management fees, Montebello should immediately develop and adhere to a policy and process that requires it to pay management fees related to its two hotels in a timely manner.
Montebello Has Not Fully Resolved Problems With Its Procurement Processes

Montebello Has Not Followed Competitive Bidding Processes That Could Ensure That It Receives the Best Value When Procuring Services

Despite some improvements to its contracting processes, the city still struggles to ensure that it is procuring services at the best possible value. In our 2018 audit, we found that Montebello had not sought competitive bids for certain contracts and that a former city manager had approved contracts that exceeded her approval authority. In 2019 the city council addressed several of our concerns by updating procurement requirements in the city’s municipal code, in part by establishing, with limited exceptions, a requirement that the city advertise for competitive bids for professional or special services contracts with an annual value of $50,000 or more, and a process to contact three firms when procuring contracts with a value of less than that amount. The text box lists the allowed exceptions. However, our review of 12 contracts identified several in which the city did not follow its updated requirements or could have benefited from increased city council oversight and adherence to best practices. These findings, which Figure 4 summarizes, indicate that Montebello is still not ensuring that it obtains services at the best value.

For example, Montebello violated its municipal code by not soliciting formal bids for a large professional services contract related to its golf course, leaving it unable to demonstrate that the services it received were the best value to taxpayers. In February 2020, the city council approved a $90,000, three-month contract for a new golf course operator without a formal competitive process, even though the city did not indicate that the service acquired met any of the exceptions to the threshold for competitive bidding of professional services specified in the municipal code. It later entered into a second contract with the same operator for $360,000, again without competitive bidding.

Key Exceptions Under Which Competitive Bidding Is Not Required for Professional or Special Services Contracts

- If the service can only be obtained from one source
- If there is an emergency
- If the city council, by four-fifths vote, dispenses with bidding procedures because they are impractical, useless, or uneconomical and doing so would benefit the public welfare

Source: City of Montebello municipal code.

Montebello’s municipal code allows the city to award professional or special services contracts without competition in certain circumstances. However, according to the finance director, the city did not formally use any of these exceptions as its justification for the golf course operator contract, although it could have. He stated that city staff believed there would be a shortage of qualified local vendors, they had limited time to enter into a new contract after reaching a settlement with their prior operator, and there was significant public interest in ensuring the golf course remained open. Nevertheless, by failing to follow the competitive process established in its municipal code, or properly documenting the rationale for its decision to contract with a
vendor without competition, the city may have denied other potential vendors an opportunity to bid and reduced public assurance that the city received the best value for its money.

**Figure 4**
When Entering Into Multiple Contracts, Montebello Did Not Follow Requirements or Best Practices

**Our Review of a Selection of Contracts Identified:**

- No competitive bidding on two golf course operations agreements worth $90,000 and $360,000
- Unclear documentation on whether the city contacted three firms when making smaller procurements
- Failure to meet requirements for an alternative to competitive bidding when entering into two large technology contracts totaling $1.2 million
- Failure to follow best practices for selecting professionals to assist with millions of dollars in bond issuances
- Failure to include a maximum value on a contract with an aquatics instructor

Source: Analysis of Montebello’s contracts, city council agendas, and other procurement files.

Further, as it did when it approved the hotel loan, the city council did not include the golf course contract on its published agenda for the meeting in question, likely violating the State’s open meeting laws. As with the hotel loan, the city knew about the need for a golf course operator well in advance of the meeting; the city manager had assured residents that the golf course would have a new manager in a meeting two weeks prior. By omitting this issue from its agenda—as it did when it approved the hotel loan—the city limited the ability of residents to raise concerns about the contract. It is important that the city council follow legal requirements to only discuss or transact business that has been properly placed on the agenda; otherwise, state law allows the district attorney or any interested person to seek voidance of the council’s actions that were not given appropriate notice.

We also identified instances in which Montebello did not document that it selected qualified vendors for smaller contracts, although it is taking steps to address this issue. The municipal code, with limited exceptions, requires the city to contact a minimum of three vendors for professional or special service contracts valued below $50,000 annually. However, for three such contracts we reviewed, the city’s documentation did not clearly identify whether it had contacted three firms. After we brought these gaps to the attention of city staff, they were able to find and provide additional information indicating that the city complied with procurement requirements for two of these contracts. The current finance director asserted that city staff had historically been inconsistent in documenting their contact with multiple vendors and that its new staff were working to better document this and other steps in the procurement process. Staff members provided examples of templates with fields to indicate that the city had made contact with three firms, and we verified that two 2021 contracts in our selection properly listed three firms. Without such documentation, the city may not be able to demonstrate that it is getting the best value for its smaller procurements.

Moreover, for two large office technology and support contracts totaling $1.2 million from 2020 and 2021, the city improperly used an
alternative process that allows it to purchase supplies, equipment, or services by using the pricing and terms of a contract from another public entity or certain nonprofit associations for those same goods or services. The municipal code allows such a selection to occur without competitive bidding as long as the original purchase contract was the result of competitive bidding or negotiation, the purchase is made within two years of the competitive bid or negotiation, the purchase conforms with the city’s specifications for the item or services, and the estimated price of the purchase using the original purchase contract is lower than the estimate for the purchase if made directly by the city. However, the purchase contract the city relied on for both of its agreements was from 2016, more than two years before the 2020 and 2021 office technology and support contracts. The city noted that the original contract had been extended into 2020. We could find no evidence that the extension included a renegotiation. More than two years had passed since the competitive bid or negotiation. As a result, the city likely violated its municipal code. Further, the city lacked assurance that this vendor still offered the best available value on the market; thus it should have either used a normal competitive process or found a more recent contract to serve as the originating contract.

In addition, the city still needs to ensure that contracts receive the appropriate level of approval and that it incorporates best practices when making procurements. For example, in 2019 the former city manager approved a contract for financial advising services with an estimated maximum value of $49,000 without city council approval, which the municipal code allows. However, from December 2019 through June 2020, Montebello authorized more than $90,000 in compensation to its adviser, an amount that otherwise would have required the contract to go before the city council.

According to the finance director, the city council had opportunities to review Montebello’s relationship with this adviser because it received a report from the adviser and approved bond documentation that discussed the advising services. He further noted that it would have been difficult for the city to predict the amount of payments related to its eventual bond offerings when it first procured the adviser’s contract. Nevertheless, given the adviser’s role in assisting with bond transactions worth millions of dollars, the city should have anticipated that its contract for financial advising services would far exceed $49,000. Had it done so, the city would have benefited from input from the city council.

In a similar financial services procurement, the city did not follow GFOA recommendations when it selected its bond underwriter. The GFOA recommends that cities select bond underwriters—entities responsible for buying municipal bonds and reselling them to help cities secure lower debt costs—through a competitive process. However, city staff informed us that, based on its financial adviser’s recommendation, Montebello informally selected its underwriter for several large issuances in 2019 and 2020, including the retirement bonds that we discuss previously. The city manager stated that although he would normally prefer to competitively procure an underwriter, the

“More than two years had passed since the competitive bid or negotiation. As a result, the city likely violated its municipal code.”
city determined at the time that identifying one quickly to take advantage of favorable market conditions for bond sales was more beneficial. Nonetheless, given that underwriters participate in municipal transactions worth tens or hundreds of millions of dollars, Montebello should have ensured that it followed best practices to competitively select its financing partners.

Montebello also still needs to develop a policy regarding how it will handle contracts with no maximum value. In 2018 we noted that Montebello’s former city manager approved a franchise agreement with the hotel franchisor, without council approval, that did not have a value attached, but that could have cost the city a substantial sum in the future. Thus, we expected that it would have received council approval. We noted a small example of the city entering into another agreement without a maximum value when in 2019 the former city manager approved a revenue-sharing services agreement for instructional fees between the city and an aquatics instructor with no maximum value in the contract and no evidence of city council approval. Although the total cost to the city for this particular contract is unlikely to be large, the city still lacks a process or code provision to handle such services agreements without maximum values. The finance director stated that it would be unusual for a city to require reporting such instructional contracts to the city council or to contain a maximum value because of the unpredictable nature of instructor fee collections. Nonetheless, despite the unpredictable nature of the fees, the city could still include a reasonable “not-to-exceed” amount in its contract with the instructor. In the rare case of an agreement that could not include a maximum value, the city could better strengthen its processes by adopting a policy to handle such agreements.

Finally, Montebello is not providing the procurement trainings we recommended in 2018, increasing the risk that its staff will not comply with its municipal code to obtain the best value for goods and services. In our 2018 audit, we identified a number of instances in which the city did not follow competitive bidding processes and did not adequately ensure that it received the best value for services. We recommended that the city provide annual training on procurement requirements for all staff involved in the procurement process. Montebello conducted a procurement training for its staff in 2018—during our previous audit—and in 2019, but it has not conducted similar trainings for all staff involved in the procurement process since that time. Instead, it has conducted brief trainings on budget and financial processes for a limited number of staff, including staff in its transit and fire units. Furthermore, these trainings were high-level and contained only limited information on procurement. In fact, the city could provide no evidence of training anyone in its public works department on its new public works procurement requirements.

“Montebello is not providing the procurement trainings we recommended in 2018.”

According to the director of finance, some of the issues we identified regarding specific procurement requirements, such as the need to obtain bids, may stem from a lack of training. He stated that the city has had some staff turnover and that many staff who have been with the city for a long time may not be familiar with all of the new requirements. Although the director of finance provided copies of emails he sent to various city departments reminding them of procurement practices, these email reminders
are not a substitute for in-depth training. Additional training for all staff involved in the procurement process would help to ensure that the city’s contracts consistently comply with the municipal code and other requirements.

Although Montebello Implemented Petty Cash and Credit Card Policies, Its Staff Members Have Not Consistently Followed Them

Petty Cash

Although Montebello developed a petty cash policy in response to our 2018 audit, its staff members have not consistently adhered to it. Montebello maintains petty cash funds in several departments to reimburse staff for city-related purchases such as office supplies. In our 2018 audit, we found that Montebello’s lack of strong policies regarding the use of petty cash, coupled with its poor control over these funds, allowed city staff to be reimbursed for purchases above the city’s informal $100 limit and increased the risk of fraud and abuse. The State Controller’s Office (State Controller) raised similar concerns about this practice in a report on Montebello in 2011. In March 2019, the city established a policy that prohibits purchases in excess of $100 unless authorized in writing, as well as prohibiting the splitting of purchases to circumvent this limit.

Nonetheless, when we reviewed the city’s petty cash transactions, we found evidence of cost splitting to avoid the $100 limit. For example, in one instance, a city employee submitted two separate reimbursement forms, totaling $106, for separate transactions from the same retailer within one minute of each other. In several other instances, city employees submitted multiple petty cash requests for travel and training expenses totaling more than $100. In one such case, an individual submitted three petty cash requests—which totaled more than $100—at the same time for training expenses that took place over the course of a week. When we asked why this individual did not submit an expense claim, the deputy finance director said that the employee assigned to approve the claims may not have been properly trained on the rules—we note a lack of procurement training above—and should have directed the individual to submit a check request instead.

We also identified several petty cash purchases that were over the city’s $100 limit and that did not receive approval before the city reimbursed the employees. We reviewed seven transactions that were more than $100 and found that all seven included the appropriate receipts and the finance director’s or city manager’s initials authorizing the petty cash use. However, in some cases, the purchases were not approved until the city had already reimbursed the employees for the expenses. Waiting until after the funds are spent to authorize a petty cash expenditure defeats the purpose of the policy, which is to ensure that employees use petty cash appropriately. If Montebello continues to allow the use of petty cash over its limit, it should ensure authorization for such expenditures before providing reimbursement.

Credit Cards

In 2018 we found that Montebello’s lack of documented credit card policies and procedures had enabled its staff to use
city credit cards without following proper purchasing protocols. We recommended that Montebello establish a clear, written credit card policy that outlined appropriate credit card use and the payment approval process. In March 2019, the city established a credit card purchasing policy that specifies positions that will have access to a credit card and that identifies individual card and transaction limits. It also outlines the circumstances under which employees may use city credit cards.

However, we found that city management and staff have not complied with this policy, in part because the city’s finance department has established individual credit card limits that exceed the amounts the policy specifies for six of the city’s 15 credit cards. For example, the police department has a $10,000 credit limit even though the policy specifies a $5,000 maximum for the chief of police. Similarly, an office manager for the city manager has a credit limit of $10,000, when the policy allows for a maximum of $2,500. According to the deputy director of finance, he increased the police department’s and the office manager’s limits because they were too low, preventing them from making necessary purchases for their departments. However, if the city’s management believes that the limits for some of the departments are too low, it should update the policy rather than circumvent it. By increasing the card limits beyond what the policy specifies, the city has increased the risk that staff will violate its procurement policies and misuse funds.

In addition to cards with excessive limits, we also identified a number of purchases that exceeded the city’s credit card transaction limits and municipal code procurement requirements. For example, the credit card policy sets a credit card transaction limit of $3,000 for each of the city’s six directors, as well as its fire and police chiefs. Similarly, the city’s municipal code requires that purchases totaling $3,000 or more be made with a purchase order or by check, with limited exceptions. However, the police department charged nearly $3,700 in May 2021 and $5,000 in June 2021 to pay for meeting and guest rooms for training at a nearby resort. Likewise, in May 2021, the human resources director used his city credit card to pay a vendor more than $3,300 for food for an employee picnic. According to the deputy director of finance, staff were able to exceed transaction limits because he was new to the bank’s online credit card system and had not realized that the transaction limits had not been properly set. He stated that he has since set the limits according to the amounts in the policy and that the system should automatically reject charges over the limits in the future.

Gifts of Public Funds

Montebello’s senior management also circumvented the city’s credit card policies when it split transactions and made purchases that we think constituted gifts of public funds; however, after we brought this issue to Montebello’s attention, city officials raised private funds to cover the cost of the gifts. In December 2020, the human resources director, finance director, and office manager together purchased nearly $6,000 in restaurant gift cards for holiday employee appreciation, splitting the purchase three ways to avoid the limits specified in the credit card policy and in the city’s municipal code. In addition, the human resources director used his city credit card to purchase approximately $1,600 in mugs for holiday employee appreciation.

Expenditures by public entities constitute improper gifts of public funds if the expenditures do not serve a public purpose and are provided without consideration. The determination of whether an expenditure serves a public purpose must be made by the governing legislative body, or in this case, Montebello’s city council. Absent such a determination, city officials have no authority
to spend public funds in this manner. We reviewed the city council agendas and meeting minutes during the time leading up to the purchases and found no evidence that the city council discussed the purchase of gift cards and mugs for holiday employee appreciation or that such purchases served a public purpose. We also did not find that these purchases were connected to any of the city’s purposes as set forth in its municipal code, and were provided without consideration. As such, we think these purchases violated the California Constitution, which prohibits gifts of public funds. When we brought these purchases to the city’s attention, the city insisted it had not violated state law. However, on October 6, 2021, city officials provided evidence that the city had recently raised the full $7,600 from private individuals and businesses to reimburse these costs. Nevertheless, we think that at the time city officials made the decision to provide gift cards and mugs to employees, they were gifts of public funds.

Montebello’s credit card policy makes both the city manager and the finance director responsible for its oversight. When these same individuals circumvent the policy, it reduces the value and authority of that policy. As of September 2021, the city is working to improve its credit card policies and processes, and provided draft documentation showing that it will ban transaction splitting, phase out departmental cards, and adjust the limits to meet current needs.

We think these purchases violated the California Constitution, which prohibits gifts of public funds.

Absent effective oversight and accountability, the use of Montebello’s credit cards has grown significantly, increasing the risk that staff could be misusing city funds. From May through July 2019, staff made about 50 purchases totaling $16,000 on average per month using the city’s credit cards. However, from May through July 2021, staff used city credit cards to make purchases of more than $32,000 per month for a variety of goods and services, including travel, office supplies, subscriptions, and repairs. Further, the average number of purchases per month increased by over 150 percent—from 53 to 133. This increase is likely in part the result of a lack of accountability for credit card use. Montebello’s credit card policy authorizes specific individuals to use city credit cards with certain credit and transaction limits. Although some of these individuals do have city credit cards in their name, the city has also issued separate credit cards to its departments, making it more difficult to keep track of who is using them. Montebello also has no policy that requires staff to get approval before using the city’s credit cards. According to the finance director, Montebello plans to eliminate its department credit cards and move to having only cards issued to specific individuals, who the city can then hold accountable for their spending. He also said that in light of the larger issues the city has addressed, this is a minor issue, and the city has a process to review and authorize all of the transactions from the monthly statements. Nevertheless, in our review we were able to identify an instance where a vendor charged a city credit card $3,600 for an $1,800 purchase. After we brought it to the staff’s attention, the city sought and obtained a refund. Without increased oversight and monitoring, Montebello will have little assurance that staff are appropriately using city funds totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.

Petty cash and credit card purchases may represent small dollar amounts at times, but the nature of these payment methods makes
monitoring them more difficult and increases the risk of fraud. Credit cards are becoming a more common way to pay for goods and services, and the GFOA acknowledges that they are convenient. Nevertheless, there have been many cases nationally of credit cards being used as a tool to commit fraud. Similarly, petty cash—because it is held as cash—is less secure than other means of payment. The finance director is correct when he says that these issues are small relative to other issues the city faces; however, their inherent risk warrants providing these transactions with adequate scrutiny.

**Montebello Is Making Progress in Addressing Its Low Salaries**

In 2018 we found that Montebello had trouble hiring and retaining qualified staff members because it paid low starting salaries compared with neighboring cities. We recommended that it study its staffing levels, complete a salary survey, and increase salaries as necessary. In 2020 the city council approved new salary ranges for its director positions based in part on the ranges in comparable cities. The city also signed an agreement with a consultant for a staff classification and total compensation study. The consultant presented its results to the city council in July 2021.

Montebello plans to negotiate new labor agreements based on this study. However, the cost of implementing these new labor agreements may strain the city’s resources. According to the human resources director, preliminary results from the study show that Montebello’s salaries are well below the market. The human resources director explained that to remedy the situation, city management is considering three-year agreements with its bargaining units to incrementally move each job classification toward market-rate salaries and total compensation. Management estimates this effort will cost about $4.5 million over three years, with ongoing costs afterwards, which will put an additional strain on the city’s limited financial resources and retirement funds. However, the increased salaries should reduce the risks associated with turnover and vacancies and improve the city’s ability to hire qualified staff.

**Recommendations to Address These Risks**

To ensure that it obtains the best value when procuring services, Montebello should do the following:

- **Create a policy by January 2022** requiring staff to document when a valid exception exists to the standard procurement requirements in its municipal code. The policy should require that staff report their rationale for using the exception to the requirements to the city council in a public meeting.

- **Establish a policy by January 2022** that requires contracts to include a maximum value when feasible. The policy should require the city council to review and approve any agreement that binds the city financially and that does not include a maximum value.

To ensure that its staff understand and are aware of city and state law procurement requirements, Montebello should train all staff involved in procurement regarding these requirements by April 2022 and annually thereafter.

To mitigate the risk of error or fraud, Montebello should provide training at least annually to all staff to reinforce its petty cash policy. To reduce the possibility of abuse of the city’s petty cash funds, the city should prohibit petty cash reimbursements that exceed the maximum set in policy.
To reduce the risk of fraud and abuse with its credit cards, Montebello should do the following by January 2022:

- Complete efforts to eliminate departmental credit cards and ensure that every credit card in use is issued to an individual.
- Adopt and adhere to a policy prohibiting splitting payments to avoid the credit card transaction limits and require city council approval for any transactions above the limits.
- Either adjust its credit card limits to align with its municipal code and credit card policy or update the municipal code and policy to meet its current needs.
- Ensure that appropriate controls are in place with the issuing bank to prevent individual transactions and total purchases from exceeding limits established in policy.

To ensure the city does not make gifts of public funds, the city should do the following:

- Prior to making any expenditure that benefits a city employee, city officer, or private party, the city should critically consider whether such expenditure constitutes a valid public purpose of the city, document the city council’s deliberation and determination that the expenditure constitutes a valid public purpose for the city, and decline to authorize any expenditures that do not constitute a valid public purpose of the city.
- Revise its municipal code by December 31, 2021 to specify limitations on the types of expenditures the city will approve or authorize in the future to ensure that all city expenditures only serve a valid public purpose of the city. For example, it should prohibit the purchases of employee gifts with public funds.
- Obtain for the City Council and all employees authorized to make expenditures with city funds bi-annual legal and ethics training from an entity that is independent from and not affiliated with the city or the city council, such as from the Attorney General’s Office or the District Attorney’s Office, regarding the appropriate use of public funds and the prohibition on using public funds to make private gifts.

We conducted this audit under the authority vested in the California State Auditor by Government Code section 8543 et seq. and according to generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives, which are identified as the risk areas specified in the Scope and Methodology section of this report. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Respectfully submitted,

Elaine M. Howle
ELAINE M. HOWLE, CPA
California State Auditor
October 14, 2021
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Appendix A

Scope, Methodology, and the Status of 2018 Risk Areas

In May 2018, the Joint Legislative Audit Committee (Audit Committee) approved a proposal by the California State Auditor (State Auditor) to perform an audit of Montebello under the local high-risk program. We published the results of our 2018 audit in a report titled City of Montebello: Its Structural Deficit and Poor Operational Processes Threaten the City’s Financial Stability and Delivery of Public Services, Report 2018-802. For this follow-up audit report required by state law, we assessed the progress Montebello has made in addressing the 12 risk areas we identified in the 2018 audit.

The following table shows the 12 risk areas and the methods we used to follow up on Montebello’s progress. When we identify a risk area’s recommendations as addressed, the city implemented the recommendations we made in 2018-802; however, the area may still present some risk and require monitoring, as we describe in this report. Partially addressed recommendations are those where we noted that the city implemented some of our recommendations in the risk area, but not all; we provide updated recommendations in this report. Pending risk areas are those where the city has not taken action or the city has taken action but the results are not yet known. Resolved refers to those areas where we no longer consider the risk area relevant; we describe the specific reason for these decisions in the middle column of the table. We will base subsequent assessments of Montebello on the revised risk areas presented in this report.

Montebello’s Risk Areas From Report 2018-802 and the Methods Used to Evaluate Its Progress in Addressing Them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK AREA</th>
<th>STATUS OF THE 2018-802 RISK AREA AND RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>METHOD TO EVALUATE PROGRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Montebello relied heavily on one-time revenue to balance its budget.</td>
<td>Partially addressed</td>
<td>Evaluated Montebello’s audited financial statements and budgets to determine its financial condition, including how key financial indicators for the city changed on our local high-risk dashboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We made no specific recommendations in this area in Report 2018-802 or in this report. While the city has a new revenue source and is less reliant on one-time revenue, the city’s position on the local high-risk dashboard, which we describe on pages 3 and 5, indicates the city’s financial condition remains an area of concern.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Montebello had not addressed its municipal golf course’s increasing debt to the city’s general fund.</td>
<td>Pending</td>
<td>• Assessed whether Montebello considered recommendations from a consultant it hired in 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montebello addressed our recommendations in Report 2018-802, and we do not make additional recommendations; however, because the city has not finalized its plans for the golf course, it should continue to monitor and report on this risk area.</td>
<td>• Reviewed the city’s plan to remodel the golf course and add a driving range facility to assess whether it would be sufficient to eliminate the golf course’s recurring deficits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussed the possibility that the plans for the remodel and driving range will have to change because of changes in state law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISK AREA</td>
<td>STATUS OF THE 2018-802 RISK AREA AND RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS</td>
<td>METHOD TO EVALUATE PROGRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Montebello needed to sell its water system or secure alternative financing because necessary improvements risked burdening the city’s general fund.</td>
<td><strong>Pending</strong></td>
<td>Reviewed whether the city had taken action to sell its water system. We determined that the city has taken steps to initiate a sale, though the transaction must be approved by the State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Montebello’s retirement costs risked becoming a financial burden.</td>
<td><strong>Addressed</strong></td>
<td>Assessed risks related to the city’s issuance of retirement bonds based on guidance from the GFOA, other financial experts, and the city’s financial adviser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Montebello’s hotel bonds risked impairing the city’s general fund.</td>
<td><strong>Addressed</strong></td>
<td>Reviewed the city’s financial adviser’s report on risks related to hotel bonds and assessed whether the city took action on any of the considerations in the report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Montebello’s mismanagement of hotel revenue cost the city at least $1.6 million.</td>
<td><strong>Partially addressed</strong></td>
<td>Obtained documentation on the city’s outstanding unpaid management fees and interest to determine their balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Montebello did not ensure that it received the best value from its agreements with the hotel operator.</td>
<td><strong>Partially addressed</strong></td>
<td>Interviewed pertinent city staff and reviewed city council meeting agendas and minutes, hotel budget documents, and one hotel financial report the city prepared in response to our 2018 recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Montebello needed to do more to monitor the city manager’s contracting activities.</td>
<td><strong>Partially addressed</strong></td>
<td>Reviewed four contracts approved by the city manager from January 2019 through May 2021 and determined whether each contract amount was within the limits established by Montebello’s municipal code, whether the contract contained a maximum value, and whether the city conducted the appropriate approval process for a contract of that value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### RISK AREA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK AREA</th>
<th>STATUS OF THE 2018-802 RISK AREA AND RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS</th>
<th>METHOD TO EVALUATE PROGRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 Montebello did not always follow competitive bidding processes and did not adequately ensure that it received the best value for services.</td>
<td><strong>Partially addressed</strong>&lt;br&gt;We make recommendations related to competitive bidding and procurement training.</td>
<td>• Reviewed four contracts from January 2019 through May 2021 and determined whether the contracts were competitively bid in compliance with the city’s municipal code and if city staff documented their rationale for any sole-source procurements or procurements that deviated from the municipal code.&lt;br&gt;• Reviewed two architectural and engineering contracts from January 2019 through May 2021 and assessed whether the city followed relevant municipal codes in procuring the contracts.&lt;br&gt;• Reviewed two agreements from January 2019 through May 2021 that did not have maximum values attached and determined whether the city council approved each agreement and whether staff reported a maximum annual amount to the city council.&lt;br&gt;• Reviewed procurement training materials and history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Montebello did not address some of the deficiencies identified by the State Controller in 2011.</td>
<td><strong>Resolved</strong>&lt;br&gt;Because the State Controller report is 10 years old and because we evaluated similar internal control issues in other areas of this report, we consider this issue area resolved and will instead follow up on Montebello’s progress based on the findings highlighted in this report.</td>
<td>Interviewed city staff about Montebello’s progress in addressing the State Controller’s findings. Staff informed us that the city has not worked to specifically address some of the outstanding findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Montebello’s poor control over its petty cash and its lack of credit card policies and procedures created risks for fraud.</td>
<td><strong>Partially addressed</strong>&lt;br&gt;We make recommendations related to implementing petty cash and credit card policies.</td>
<td>Interviewed pertinent city staff and reviewed city council meeting agendas and minutes, petty cash and credit card policies and procedures, petty cash logs and requests, credit card statements, and supporting documentation and receipts. We judgmentally selected 10 petty cash and five credit card transactions for additional testing for compliance with city policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Montebello’s lack of consistent leadership and competitive salaries reduced the effectiveness of its departments.</td>
<td><strong>Addressed</strong>&lt;br&gt;Although we consider this area addressed, Montebello will need to monitor how salary increases may affect its financial situation.</td>
<td>Interviewed pertinent city staff and reviewed city council meeting agendas and minutes, a staffing survey presentation and preliminary data, and city agreements with bargaining units to support city activities in response to our 2018 recommendations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Audit records.
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Appendix B

The State Auditor’s Local High-Risk Program

Government Code section 8546.10 authorizes the State Auditor to establish a local high-risk program to identify, audit, and issue reports on local government entities that are at high risk for potential waste, fraud, abuse, or mismanagement or that have major challenges associated with their economy, efficiency, or effectiveness. Regulations that define high risk and describe the workings of the local high-risk program became effective on July 1, 2015. Both the statute and regulations require that the State Auditor seek approval from the Audit Committee to conduct high-risk audits of local entities.

As we describe in our 2018 report, following an initial assessment and analysis, we sought and obtained approval from the Audit Committee to conduct an audit of Montebello in May 2018. In December 2018, we published the results of our audit, which concluded that Montebello was a high-risk entity because of the financial risks associated with its enterprise funds and long-term obligations, problematic hotel operations, contracting practices, and staffing deficiencies.

If we designate a local entity as high risk as a result of an audit, it must submit a corrective action plan. If it is unable to provide its corrective action plan in time for inclusion in the audit report, it must provide the plan no later than 60 days after the report’s publication. It must then provide written updates every six months after the audit report’s issuance regarding its progress in implementing the corrective action plan. This corrective action plan must outline the specific actions the entity will perform to address the conditions causing us to designate it as high risk and its proposed timing for undertaking those actions. We will remove the high-risk designation when we conclude that the entity has taken satisfactory corrective action. State law additionally requires that if the State Auditor determines that a local government entity is high risk, then the State Auditor shall issue an audit report at least once every three years with recommendations for improvement in the local government agency.
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Elaine M. Howle, CPA*
California State Auditor
621 Capitol Mall, Suite 1200
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: City of Montebello, Response to State Auditor Report 2021-807

Dear Ms. Howle:

The City of Montebello has made tremendous positive progress in improving its operations and financial standing since the release of your office’s audit in December, 2018 (Report 2018-802).

The City has eliminated its $153 million pension unfunded liability, Montebello voters approved a new transaction and use tax which produced $7.6 million in new tax revenue in FY 2020-21, we have made significant progress in right-sizing and improving Golf Course operations, we have established stability of executive management and have begun addressing inequities in salaries. In addition, the City was awarded the GFOA Award for Excellence in Budgeting for the first time in its 100 year history, we refinanced hotel bonds to save millions of dollars for taxpayers, and the City updated its municipal code to address deficiencies in purchasing guidelines. Furthermore, the City created and updated myriad policies to improve internal controls, we continue to evaluate our existing policies and Municipal Code for necessary updates, and have realized many more positive accomplishments in the past two years.

I am proud of the City Council’s leadership role in recognizing the importance of remedying the risk areas identified in the 2018 audit. I am also proud of the City’s employees who continue to work diligently every day to continue improving Montebello’s operations to ensure precious taxpayer dollars are used wisely.

The City is committed to the path of improvement, and recognizes there is concurrence with your office on some recommendations contained in Report 2021-807. However, the City does dispute certain statements and representations of facts contained in this report. The following pages present our response to Report 2021-807, and highlights those areas of disagreement with various findings and observations contained therein along with areas of agreement.

“Despite Progress in Some Areas, Montebello’s Financial Stability Remains Uncertain”

“Montebello’s Financial Situation Declines in FY 2019-20 but It Projects Improvement Over the Next Few Years”

The City disputes several claims made in this section of Audit Report 2021-807, pp 6-9. Management does not believe the results from one fiscal year (2019-20) accurately portray the progress that has been made in moving the City closer to achieving long-term, fiscal sustainability.
The General Fund did realize a $10.756 million use of fund balance as of June 30, 2020. There are several reasons why actual expenditures (operating, capital and non-operating) were higher than revenues (operating and non-operating). There was a combination of lower than expected revenue and higher than anticipated expenditures, when compared to the adopted FY 2019-20 budget and especially when compared to the pre-pandemic fiscal year of 2018-19.

Management feels it is necessary to fully explain the sources and uses of a portion of General Fund reserves and how the expenditure of one-time excess bond proceeds (Series 2009A) increased expenses beyond revenue due to the manner in which the bond proceeds were recorded in FY 2016-17. That is, in FY 2016-17, the $4.666 million in excess bond proceeds was recorded in General Fund fund balance as "restricted" (per GASB 54 guidelines). This "one-time" revenue was then used for projects allowed per the 2009A bond indentures. The majority of these capital related expenditures occurred in Fiscal Years 2018-19 and 2019-20.

The chart below shows the change in fund balance due to the recordation of the excess bond proceeds as “restricted” fund balance in FY 2016-17:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 15-16</th>
<th>FY 16-17</th>
<th>FY 17-18</th>
<th>FY 18-19</th>
<th>FY 19-20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonspendable</td>
<td>122,474</td>
<td>1,380,282</td>
<td>1,383,212</td>
<td>823,582</td>
<td>811,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>4,666,731</td>
<td>4,666,731</td>
<td>4,837,801</td>
<td>4,666,731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassigned</td>
<td>9,325,124</td>
<td>7,995,872</td>
<td>11,287,858</td>
<td>14,542,796</td>
<td>3,968,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9,447,598</td>
<td>14,042,885</td>
<td>17,337,801</td>
<td>20,204,179</td>
<td>9,447,554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, it follows that expenditures in subsequent years will exceed revenue, since the one-time revenue was recorded in FY 2016-17 and the expenditures occurred in future fiscal years. A total of $2.349 million in capital expenses related to the use of the excess bond proceeds were recorded in FY 2019-20. These capital expenses will show up in FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22 as the remaining excess bond proceeds are spent down. In other words, General Fund reserves will continue to be drawn down in excess of ongoing revenue until the entire amount of excess bond proceeds is extinguished. However, this does not portend anything worrisome, given the deposit of the original bond proceeds in fund balance in FY 2016-17.

Because these capital expenditures happen to be recorded in the General Fund, it appears the City is spending fund balance in excess of revenues. That is not the case and it must be acknowledged that the excess bond proceeds bolstered General Fund reserves in FY 2016-17, and expenditures have been made against this deposit in subsequent fiscal years.

For a more accurate analysis of ongoing expenditures vs. ongoing revenue, it would make more sense to remove this restricted amount from fund balance, as well as strip out the related one-time capital expenditures, in order to better gauge revenue vs. expenditure performance. Specifically, the City disputes the statement made on page 7 of the audit: “We identified no single reason for these increases [in expenditures]; rather, the city’s fiscal year 2019-20 financial statements demonstrate its struggle to balance its various spending priorities with its revenues…”

Recognizing the nature of the $2.349 million in capital expenditures in FY 2019-20 related to the one-time deposit of bond proceeds is a significant reason it appears the City is drawing down its reserves in excess of any ongoing revenue received. Once it is acknowledged this draw on reserves is related to
the expenditure of excess bond proceeds, the reduction in fund balance is not as drastic nor as worrisome.

The State Auditor refers to GFOA best practices throughout Report 2021-807. It is useful to refer to GFOA’s recommendation on fund balance and their answer to the question “how much is enough?” when it comes to actual fund balance amounts. GFOA recommends that three months of expenditures should be kept in fund balance. Based on the $9.448 million in General Fund reserves at June 30, 2020, that represents two and a half months of expenditures for the City of Montebello. Another way to measure fund balance is as a percentage of revenue. In this case, the $9.448 million is 23% of FY 2019-20 actual revenues.

Management strives to increase the amount of General Fund reserves on hand. However, it must be acknowledged that the City is close to realizing the GFOA recommended “three months” amount, and exceeds the older, albeit still useful, 15% mark used to denote an “adequate” amount of reserves.

Furthermore, the negative impacts on revenue from the pandemic must be acknowledged for what they are: one-time and unpredictable reductions in sales tax, charges for services and related revenues that do not point to a “struggle to balance various spending priorities with revenues…” as the report states on page 7. The General Fund realized a drop in revenue in FY 2019-20 of $3.090 million when compared to FY 2018-19 (pre-pandemic). Furthermore, actual FY 2019-20 revenue was $1.433 million less than the adopted budget. At the time the FY 2019-20 budget was adopted (June 2019), no one could have foreseen the wide-ranging and negative impacts the pandemic would have on our economy and society.

Operating expenditures exceeded budget in FY 2019-20 by $3.444 million. The majority of this is in the public safety category. Salaries, overtime and PERS expenses in the Fire Department did exceed budgeted amounts. Management attributes this to several factors: higher than anticipated vacancy rates among sworn fire personnel which translates into higher overtime expenditures; the adopted budget not anticipating impacts of labor negotiations completed after the budget was adopted and which increased salaries beyond the original forecast; and PERS related (employer) costs which out-paced the adopted budget, again due to labor negotiations which provided sworn fire personnel salary increases which in turn increased related PERS costs.

Again, the City strongly disputes the claim on page 7 that “the city’s fiscal year 2019-20 financial statements demonstrate its struggle to balance its various spending priorities with its revenues…” Quite to the contrary, the City was responding directly to a recommendation from the 2018 audit. Specifically, Risk Area 12 “Montebello’s lack of consistent leadership and competitive salaries reduced the effectiveness of its departments.” The ability of labor and management to agree on new labor contracts that not only increased wages but also increased the employees’ contributions towards their retirement should be viewed as a positive sign in Montebello’s trek towards financial stability.

Furthermore, the City unequivocally disputes that our “liquidity level [is] high risk because the general fund’s balance of cash and investments was low enough that the city might have difficulty paying the costs of providing services to residents” (page 8). Not only is this statement false, it is highly inflammatory and presents the impression that Montebello has a cash flow problem.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The City’s average monthly cash balance in the State’s Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) for FY 2019-20 was $29.583 million, and was $28.542 million for FY 2020-21. The City’s average monthly checking account balance in its local bank was $9.852 million in
FY 2019-20. As of June 30, 2021, the City had access to $59.061 million in cash – all having immediate liquidity. This amount represents thirty times (30x) the amount necessary to pay the City’s weekly payroll and operating expenses.

How the State can make this false claim about liquidity is beyond reason. The City has more than sufficient cash flow to pay all ongoing obligations. To make any statement to the contrary is needlessly inflammatory and the City requests the deletion of this reference from the report, in light of the evidence provided proving more than adequate cash flow necessary to pay all obligations.

The City believes it is unfair for this report to indicate in any manner that financial indicators may be regressing (page 8). The spending of fund balance for much needed capital projects utilizing restricted and one-time bond reserves should not negatively impact the analysis of the City’s overall financial position. Furthermore, the use of reserves due to the fact that a major worldwide pandemic negatively impacted its revenues seems justified.

Instead of cutting essential services to residents, the City chose to utilize fund balance to maintain services – one of the primary reasons for a City to maintain an adequate fund balance. The current management team understands it inherited the FY 2019-20 budget; a budget that admittedly could have been improved with more accurate revenue and expenditure projections and which was battered by a worldwide pandemic.

“The City Has Resolved Our Previous Concerns About Its Retirement Costs, Although Its Approach Has Created Ongoing Risk”

Page 12 of the Report states the City has borrowed “…to ensure that it has set aside sufficient funds to pay pension benefits…” This statement is incorrect – the City issued $153.4 million in Pension Obligation Bonds (POBs) to fully extinguish its Unfunded Actuarial Liability (UAL). The City did not borrow funds to ensure it has sufficient funding to pay pension benefits. Issuing POBs in order to eliminate existing UAL saved taxpayers $53 million in future interest related costs.

The City’s voter approved Property Tax Override (PTO) provides sufficient revenue to pay all pension related costs: normal costs, POB debt service, and any future UAL which accrues through subsequent actuarial assumption changes. Ten years ago, the GFOA issued recommendations surrounding POBs. Management recognizes this “one-size-fits-all” recommendation may have been useful at the time. However, this policy advisory was drafted under much different market conditions, and was crafted as a response to prior POBs issued by Cities that exhibited poor financial management practices.

Similar to this outdated policy guidance is the statement on page 13 referencing a 2014 review of retirement bond issuances by Boston College researchers. Management questions the relevance of referring to this seven year old research that focused on bond issuances from the late 1990’s. This leads one to ask “How is information and data on retirement bond issuances from over twenty years ago relevant to Montebello’s situation in 2020?” The simple answer to that question is “it is not relevant.”

The City understood the potential investment risk associated with the issuance of POBs. The point that the GFOA does not clarify is that market timing risk is inherent to any/all investments – it is not unique to POBs. Every City assumes market timing risk when it makes an investment in its portfolio or makes an Additional Discretionary Payment (ADP) to CalPERS from its reserves. CalPERS itself experienced this risk and losses to market invested pension funds during the Great Recession and stock market decline of 2009-11. Furthermore, as noted above, the City of Montebello has a dedicated property tax based
revenue stream utilized for payment of all pension related costs: normal costs, future UAL, and debt service on the POBs.

In 2018, the California League of Cities commissioned Bartel & Associates to draft a report regarding the sustainability of pension costs in California. The report also listed a number of steps that cities could take to address their UAL, which included:

- Voter-approved tax
- Bargaining Unit Concessions
- Level of Service
- Issue POBs.

The City of Montebello had taken all of these steps towards reigning in pension related costs. After careful review of the GFOA’s guidelines with their financial advisor, the City (like several other California cities) determined that the guidelines were outmoded and did not take into account the impact of: GASB 68, Pension Reforms in California, as well as changes in CalPERS amortization policy, nor the applicability of a dedicated Pension Override Tax with revenue used solely for pension related costs (including POB debt service).

Furthermore, the City’s Transportation Enterprise Fund accounts for 27% of miscellaneous employee related PERS costs. Prior to issuance of POBs, the Transportation Fund paid for 27% of UAL and normal cost expenses. With the POBs, the Transportation Fund continues to pay for normal costs, plus its share (27%) of debt service. The combination of PTO revenue and Transportation Enterprise Fund cost allocation further strengthens the City’s ability to shield the General Fund from any risk (minor as it may be) associated with POBs.

Today, most public finance experts in California believe that Pension Obligation Bonds should be viewed as a debt “refinancing”. The combination of historically low interest rates, combined with limited tools for raising revenues due to the limits of Proposition 13, have resulted in the issuance of 81 POBs totaling $7.0 Billion over the past four years.

“Montebello Continues to Make Questionable Decisions Related to Its Hotels”

“City Staff Have Not Provided the City Council with Financial Information About the Performance of City-owned Hotels.”

The City wholeheartedly disputes the claim made on page 15 that “… the City continued to be lax in the oversight of its hotels.” Again, this is a false claim that unnecessarily inflames and runs counter to the truth. The City Council – and hence the public – has received and will continue to receive information about the performance of the City’s two hotels through the budget review and development process. This claim on page 15 has no merit, and creates the impression that no information whatsoever is presented concerning the hotels.

Staff includes specific updates and discussions on the two Enterprise Funds which record financial activity of the hotels (Hilton Garden Inn and Home2Suites). This information is made public during budget presentations and is included with the adopted budget. The schedules found in the City’s budget document provide historical and current year revenue and expenditure performance. These budgets are easily found online at the City’s website, and the schedules are included with the hard copy version of
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the budget made available to City Council, staff and the community
(https://www.cityofmontebello.com/department/finance/budget-financial-statements.html)

Staff stands by the statement on page 17 that “…city management believes that preparing specific reports
on the performance of hotel operations is unnecessary because the City treats the hotels as it treats other
enterprise funds.” It is interesting that the report does not include a recommendation that the City’s
Transportation Enterprise Fund should also receive “special” reporting treatment. This fund has
expenditures six times and three times greater than the Hilton Garden Inn and Home2Suites operations,
respectively. For the report logic to be consistent, then the City should have been called out for not
providing regular financial updates on its (substantially larger) Transit operations.

But that is not the case and instead the recommendation is made that two enterprise functions, in
aggregate having less than half of the expenditures of the Transit Operation, should be treated differently
when it comes to financial reporting. Management disputes the claim on page 17 that without specific
reports prepared on the hotel operations that “the city council risks that it will not detect
underperformance, errors or misstatements…” Instead, Management chooses to place its full faith and
confidence in the competence of its staff to monitor each hotel’s operations, in addition to the other
operations which comprise the City’s $172 million operation.

“The City Council Approved a Multimillion Dollar Loan for Hotel Renovations Without Properly Including it on a Council Agenda”

Once again, Management refutes the claim made on page 17 that the City Council “likely violated state
law when it approved a loan…” (Emphasis added). The statements made in this section present the air
of a State agency declaring it knows how to manage local government affairs better than the elected City
Councilmembers and appointed professional staff working for the local agency. In addition, there was
no violation of the California Government Code (Brown Act) as the matter under consideration was placed
on the agenda in accordance with Government Code §54954.2(b)(2) and the action to add the item to the
agenda and the vote on the matter were both taken in open session.

Effectively managing a complex municipality like Montebello requires “boots on the ground” knowledge.
That knowledge provides local elected and appointed officials the opportunity to make decisions that will
best serve the local community. The opinion offered that the City “likely violated” state law comes from
a State agency who itself is not subject to the Brown Act and who has not participated in meetings subject
to the Government Code at issue. Finally, and more importantly, the City was not subject to a lawsuit or
judicial determination that the City violated the Brown Act or provisions of the Government Code.

The loan to the Hilton Garden Inn is just one such instance where the local elected and appointed officials of
Montebello truly know what is in the best interests of the community, and have acted accordingly. The
ability to react quickly to changing conditions ultimately saved the City several millions of dollars and
allowed for an important City-owned asset to be renovated and ready for re-opening post-pandemic. City
officials reacted quickly in a fiscally prudent manner, authorizing an inter-fund loan necessary to upgrade
the 15 year old asset. It is interesting this section of the report focuses not on the financial efficacy of
this action, but on the manner in which the inter-fund loan was approved.

The City stands firm on the lawful manner in which this item was presented to the City Council and the
urgency at hand in the City Council considering and approving this loan.

“Montebello Has Not Adopted a Policy to Ensure Its Payment of Hotel Management Fees”
The Report on page 20 includes a statement indicating the “current director of finance asserted that the city’s existing hotel-related bond agreements already require it to pay fees when it has revenue available to do so, making an additional policy redundant.” Staff continues to stand by this statement and reiterates that creating a policy that essentially mimics the existing bond indentures — which carry much more legal weight than a city policy — is redundant and unnecessary.

Current operating procedures — albeit not formally documented — are such that Montebello’s accounting staff and management track and monitor any outstanding management fee amounts and work closely with existing hotel management to ensure timely payments are made. This relationship between the City and hotel management — coupled with the improvement of staff professionalism and competency and, backed by the bond indentures — provides adequate assurance that past practices will not be repeated and large unpaid management fee balances will not accrue.

Recommendations – City Staff Response
The report, beginning on page 20, offers three recommendations regarding the discussion in this section: “Montebello Continues to Make Questionable Decisions Related to Its Hotels.”

- Recommendation #1 dealing with the evaluation of hotel operations recommends – at least annually – a report to the City Council on the performance of each hotel’s operations. While staff believes this recommendation is already being fulfilled through the annual budget process, a second annual report can be made to coincide with the second quarter (i.e., mid-year) budget report staff makes to the City Council (and the public).

- Recommendation #2 deals with ensuring all items appear on the council meeting agenda. Staff contends this is already being done regularly, and in those rare circumstances that an item of urgency must be “walked on,” the City will continue to faithfully – per State law – introduce and approve that item per guidance from its City Attorney.

- Recommendation #3 discussed creation of a policy to ensure timely payment of hotel management fees. As stated above, creation of such a policy is not necessary and would prove redundant given the existence of bond indenture instructions and standard finance operating procedures that ensure regular tracking and payment of these fees.

Montebello Has Not Fully Resolved Problems With Its Procurement Process

“Montebello Has Not Followed Competitive Bidding Processes That Could Ensure It Receives the Best Value When Procuring Services”
The City disputes the statement on page 22 of the report: “…Montebello violated its municipal code by not soliciting formal bids for a large professional services contract related to its golf course.” Furthermore, the claim (on page 23) that “the city knew about the need for a golf course operator well in advance of the meeting” is inaccurate. In an effort to not breach closed session regulations, Management will only say that this statement clouds the true turn of events in regards to needing an experienced and vetted golf course management company in a period of time that prevented the issuance of a formal RFP.

Staff provided the State Auditor’s office with ample justification and explanation for why and how the current golf course operator was chosen. The eventual award of the golf course management contract
– and its extension – to the current operator was in the best interest of the taxpayer. The improvement in golf course operations – as evidenced by the improved revenue and expenditure results as of June 30, 2021 – should be proof enough of how the City Council acts in the best interests of the community.

The City disagrees with the representation of its procurement process related to “two large office technology and support contracts” discussed on page 25. The City’s Municipal Code, specifically, Chapter 3.20.125, allows for the “piggybacking” of contracts – essentially utilizing the pricing and terms set by a formal procurement process undertaken by another public agency. The two technology and support contracts referenced on page 25 were procured through the State of California Multiple Award Schedules (CMAS) process.

The contract upon which these purchases were “piggybacked” off is specifically Contract #083116-KON. This specific contract was executed in August 2016, with an initial expiration date of October 19, 2020. A one-year extension was executed on November 12, 2019, extending the term until 2021. The audit report notes that the City’s municipal code allows piggybacking “as long as the original purchase contract was the result of competitive bidding or negotiation …within two years of the original competitive bid.”

While the original Contract #083116-KON was more than two years old at the time the City procured the services, the City did not improperly use the piggyback option in Chapter 3.20.125 of its municipal code. The City has noted several instances where language in its municipal code must be updated to align with current procurement processes. This is one of those instances, where the City properly used the CMAS process to procure equipment and services at the best price available. However, its municipal code is unduly restrictive in this area and actually prevents the full use of CMAS and related competitively bid contracts in order to procure goods and services at the lowest price.

Pages 25 and 26 of the report discuss the City’s contract with a financial advisor firm hired to provide guidance on (potentially) multiple bond issuances in 2019 and 2020. First, the report neglects to mention a RFP was issued in August 2018 in order to solicit proposals for these services. The firm eventually chosen did provide financial advisory (i.e., municipal advisor) services for three bond issuances (December 2019 and May 2020).

The report makes a statement the “the city should have anticipated that its contract for financial advising services would far exceed $49,000.” Once again the report authors present an opinion about a normative action absent actual knowledge of the situation “on the ground.” Montebello issued a RFP for these services and chose a vendor to provide the services. At the time of contract engagement (early 2019), it had yet to be determined if any, let alone three, bond issues would actually come to fruition. The City properly followed its procurement process, yet because staff lacked prescient knowledge of future occurrences, the report opines that “the city would have benefited from submitting the contract to competitive bidding.”

Management strongly disputes this statement and believes the report misrepresents the facts. The City properly procured the services of a financial advisor, entered into a contract, and eventually utilized this vendor for assistance on three bond issues. It should be noted that two of the bond issues saved taxpayers over $58 million in future costs related to lower interest payments and elimination of the City’s pension related unfunded liability. Moreover, each bond issuance must be presented to the City Council on multiple occasions throughout the process. At each stage of bond process, the City Council was provided the opportunity to review the entire financing team (i.e., financial advisor, legal counsel,
underwriter, bond counsel, etc.). Approval of the actions necessary to eventually issue the bonds further confirmed the choice of the entire bond financing team.

The report goes on to discuss procurement trainings provided to City staff in 2018, 2019 and 2020. Management agrees that more training is always necessary, and agrees with this recommendation. However, on page 28 the report states “the city could provide no evidence of training anyone in its public works department on its new public works procurement requirements.” While no formal training occurred, this statement misrepresents what happens on a regular basis: Finance staff are available to provide guidance and answer questions from operating department staff. It should be made clear that educating relevant Public Works staff did (and does) occur, even without holding formal training sessions.

“Although Montebello Implemented Petty Cash and Credit Card Policies, Its Staff Members Have Not Consistently Followed Them”

Credit Cards. The report on page 31 contains discussion about credit card limits – and the discrepancy between policy and operations. The report makes a statement that “By increasing the card limits beyond what the policy specifies, the city has increased the risk that staff will violate its procurement policies and misuse funds” (page 31). Staff disputes this conclusion, and believes the current processes in place can and do prevent the misuse of funds. In fact, this statement makes no mention of the current, existing internal policy which requires supervisor and Finance review and approval of all credit card statements (and accompanying back up, such as receipts).

Also, the inclusion of the statement on page 31 that “…staff were able to exceed transaction limits because [the deputy director] was new to the bank’s online credit card system and had not realized that the transaction limits had not been properly set” makes it appear that lax controls exist. When, the very next sentence following that statement on page 31 indicates the limits have since been properly set and that “the system should automatically reject charges over the limits in the future.” Clearly this minor oversight was rectified and proper (automatic) controls were put in place. Management questions the inclusion of this observation given the fact it is a non-issue and does not present a significant risk that credit cards will be misused.

The report again misrepresents facts, this time on page 33. Management questions the specious logic of the statement that “Montebello’s use of its credit cards has grown significantly, increasing the risk that staff could be misusing funds” (emphasis added). There is no evidence whatsoever to support this conclusion. On the contrary, sufficient control procedures exist which can be reasonably expected to ferret out any errors in charges or misuse of credit cards. As noted in the paragraph above, this report makes no mention of the review and approval process currently utilized to ensure all purchases are proper and align with procurement and related policies.

The report continues with unfounded leaps of logic, stating “this increase [in credit card use] is likely in part the result of a lack of accountability for credit card use.” To the contrary, in an effort to streamline small purchases, and to minimize administrative burden on both Finance and operating department staff, the use of credit cards has been knowingly and consciously expanded. The increased use has nothing to do with a “lack of accountability” as the report states; it has to do with a desire to increase efficiency and oversight. Absent any facts to support this assertion, Management strongly disagrees with this statement and finds its inclusion in the report to be inflammatory.

Management also questions the inclusion of a statement made on page 34 that is absent any context or relevance to the situation in Montebello. The report casually claims “Nevertheless, there have been many
cases of credit cards being used as a tool to commit fraud.” But this is not the case in Montebello and this statement does not represent the situation in Montebello. Which leads to the question, why include this out of context and irrelevant statement in the report?

Management also finds it curious that the report often refers to GFOA recommendations and/or policy statements to make its point about how the City can do better in certain areas (i.e., see section on POBs). However, in this case, even though the report mentions “the GFOA acknowledges that they [credit cards] are convenient,” the City receives no credit for having its operating practices align with a GFOA recommendation. Cherry picking when to use GFOA advice as a cudgel does not lend credence to the report. Montebello often adheres to and recognizes GFOA best practices and recommendations. In the case of utilizing credit cards, the City should receive full credit and recognition for aligning its operations to match GFOA guidance.

Gift of Public Funds. Management strongly disputes the contention the report makes on page 32 regarding the use of city credit cards. The report declares “…we think [purchases made] constituted gifts of public funds” (emphasis added). The report makes reference to the California Constitution and its prohibition of gifts of public funds. However, California courts have recognized there is an exception to this when it is determined that the expenditure fulfills a public purpose. Furthermore, the determination of whether the expenditure serves a public purpose lies with the City Council. The concept of “public purpose” is liberally construed and the City’s action is upheld unless it is completely arbitrary.

Furthermore, the report contains accusatory and inflammatory claims that do nothing other than personally demean the reputation of the City Manager and Director of Finance. One must ask what purpose is served by the statement: “When these same individuals violate the policy – as well as state law – they violate the trust that the city has placed in them” (page 32). The Report is not a court of law and does not have the authority to determine whether an action by the City – or its officials – was illegal. Such a determination (i) is outside the scope of their authority and (ii) fails to recognize the public purpose exception to the stated rule, especially as it relates to public employees.

Certainly, a reasonable conclusion when evaluating the substantial financial impact to California taxpayers ratified by the California Supreme Court in the Jarvis v. Cory (1980) 28 Cal3d 562 decision when measured against the de minimus cost of a coffee mug and gift card given to the City’s employees cannot result in a determination that the City’s holiday gesture to its valued, hardworking employees at the end of a most difficult, unpredictable and unprecedented health pandemic in the last 100 years could not and should not in good consciences be criticized by the State Auditor’s Office as a gift of public funds. Such an absurd conclusion in and of itself could be viewed as a waste of taxpayers’ dollars by the State Auditor’s Office by expending staff time and effort attempting to manipulate a proper and lawful expenditure of public funds into an issue of substance. (The legal arguments set forth above were submitted in a detailed opinion letter from the City Attorney to the State Auditor’s Office dated September 15, 2021 and is attached to this response as Attachment No. 1.)

It should be clearly noted, the City disagrees with the State Auditor’s conclusion that the nominal recognition to Montebello City employees in the form of a coffee cup and $10 gift card is a “gift of public funds.” However, in order to address this point, the City of Montebello has secured donations from various businesses to offset the entire amount of the cost for the recognition to our employees which totaled $7,318. Therefore, there has been no expenditure of public funds for the recognition of the City’s employees’ work effort during the pandemic year and no gift of public funds.
Furthermore, Management requests and requires any statement relating to a “gift of public funds” be stricken from the final report. Ample California case law exists which justify the expenditures the Report questions as “gifts of public funds.” To demean the reputation of two public sector professionals with a combined forty plus years of experience is beyond the scope of the report, and such accusatory and inaccurate statements do nothing to further the progress towards improving operations or offering useful recommendations.

Recommendations – City Staff Response

The report, beginning on page 35, offers recommendations regarding the discussion in this section: “Montebello Has Not Fully Resolved Problems With Its Procurement Process.”

- Recommendation #1 recommends creation of a policy by January 2022 requiring documentation of when a valid exception to standard procurement requirements is utilized. Staff agrees with this recommendation and has developed a “Sole Source Declaration” form – along with an explanatory memorandum to staff – to be used when goods or services are procured without seeking multiple quotes or proposals (i.e., when an exception to normal procurement guidelines is sought).
  - The “Sole Source Declaration” form and related back up document have been attached to this management response (Attachment No. 2).

- Recommendation #2 recommends creation of a policy requiring contracts to have a maximum value when feasible. Management is reviewing the entire Municipal Code Chapter 3.20 et al. in an effort to update and make necessary and needed changes to the purchasing and procurement language. The recommendation of establishing a maximum value clause will be considered as part of the municipal code review.

- Recommendation #3 recommends training related to Recommendations #1 and #2 as well as providing petty cash training. Staff concurs with this recommendation and will schedule appropriate trainings by April 2022 and at regular intervals thereafter, but not less than once per year.

- Recommendation #4 deals with credit card use and contains four (4) distinct recommendations to be completed by January 2022: eliminate department credit cards (vs. individual employee credit cards), prohibit splitting of payments, update the credit card policy in regards to credit card limits, and ensure appropriate controls are in place with the credit card issuing bank. Staff believe all of these are reasonable recommendations and will work to implement them.
  - Staff have updated the Credit Card policy and a draft version is attached to this management response. Staff will pursue approval of the updated Credit Card policy through its standard administrative regulation process (Attachment No. 3).
  - Staff has recently inactivated all “Department” credit cards and will only issue cards to specific staff members through a documented request and approval process.

I want to once again highlight the enormous positive strides Montebello has made over the past two years in improving its operations and financial standing. The City recognizes the usefulness of some of the
observations and recommendations contained in Report 2021-807. Moreover, the City has already implemented new policy updates and made changes to operating procedures as noted in the appropriate “Recommendation” sections above.

However, the City maintains its position in regards to certain operations, and has made it clear as to which statements and observations to which it objects. Management will continue the positive movement, and looks forward to achieving lasting operational and financial stability in the near-term.

Sincerely,

René Bobadilla, P.E.
City Manager
City of Montebello

Michael Solorza
Director of Finance

Attachment No. 1 – City of Montebello, City Attorney Opinion Letter
Attachment No. 2 – City of Montebello “Sole Source Declaration” Form
Attachment No. 3 – City of Montebello Updated Credit Card Policy
Comments

CALIFORNIA STATE AUDITOR’S COMMENTS ON THE RESPONSE FROM THE CITY OF MONTEBELLO

To provide clarity and perspective, we are commenting on Montebello’s response to the audit. The numbers below correspond to the numbers we have placed in the margin of Montebello’s response. During the publication process for the audit report, page numbers shifted. Therefore, the page numbers cited by the city of Montebello in its response will not correspond to the page numbers in the final published audit report.

Montebello disagreed with a number of our findings, objected to some phrasing in our report, and criticized our methodologies and staff expertise. Despite these criticisms, the city failed to provide valid support for its assertions, contradicted itself, mischaracterized some of our conclusions and presented flawed arguments. Rather than comment on all of the areas of its response that we believe are deficient or misleading we have summarized our comments according to the respective sections of our audit report.

The City’s Financial Condition

In its response to the section of our report that addresses the city’s financial condition, the city attempts to divert attention from the facts presented in its audited financial statements for fiscal year 2019–20. For example, while the city provides a convoluted explanation for its general fund operating deficit, the fact remains—which the city does not dispute—that its general fund spending exceeded revenues by nearly $11 million. The city also states that it has $9.45 million in general fund reserves because it inappropriately includes restricted and nonspendable amounts in its calculation. Specifically, $4.67 million of this balance is restricted to finance ongoing capital projects and cannot be used for other spending, and another $812,000 is not in a spendable form (i.e., these fund balances are tied to inventories, prepaid expenses, or property held for sale). Consequently, at the end of fiscal year 2019–20, the city had $3.97 million in actual general fund reserves, which is only enough to cover one month of expenditures. The Government Finance Officers Association, whose mission is to promote excellence in public finance, recommends that cities maintain a general fund balance sufficient to cover at least two months of operating expenses.
In addition to the city’s general fund reserves, several of the city’s other financial indicators regressed in fiscal year 2019–20, as we illustrate in Table 1 on page 5. For example, Montebello’s ranking for liquidity in our local high-risk dashboard slipped from low risk in fiscal year 2018–19 to high risk in fiscal year 2019–20. This indicator measures a city’s ability to pay its bills in the coming fiscal year. Montebello’s high risk designation indicates that the city may have difficulty paying the costs of providing services to residents.

The city also takes issue with our characterization of its use of pension bonds. The city issued $153 million in pension obligation bonds and sent the proceeds to the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) to fund existing obligations for benefits already earned by its employees. However, the city does not acknowledge that issuing new debt (pension obligation bonds) to pay existing debt (pension obligations) has inherent risks. Specifically, as we state on page 7, if CalPERS investments do not perform as well as Montebello expects, the city may find itself again in a situation where it does not have enough funds to cover the benefits it owes, in addition to having to make mandatory debt service payments on the bonds. In its response, the city asserts that it has a dedicated property tax based revenue stream for paying all pension related costs including debt service on pension obligation bonds. Nevertheless, the city’s taxpayers bear the risks, and if investment growth falls below the interest rate on the bonds, the city could have to pay more for retirement expenses.

Oversight of the City’s Hotels

In the city’s response to the section of our report that pertains to its hotels, it fails to acknowledge that it can improve its oversight of its hotels. For example, the city reiterates that it continues to believe that preparing reports on the performance of hotel operations is unnecessary. However, as we state on page 9, without detailed information about the performance of the city’s two hotels, the city council has only limited ability to make informed financial decisions to protect the city’s interests. Consequently, we stand by our recommendations that city staff should routinely evaluate hotel operations by reviewing the financial information that its hotel operator is required to submit and report to the city council and the public on the performance of each of the hotels’ operations, and the effect of the hotels on city finances.

In its response, the city also attempts to refute our finding that the city council likely violated state law when it approved a loan for up to $3.4 million for renovations at one of its hotels without notifying the public by putting the issue on the council agenda for public discussion and approval. The city asserts that this decision
was not the subject of a lawsuit and suggests that our office does not have the expertise to draw this conclusion. On the contrary, our office has an abundance of experience with the Ralph M. Brown Act (Brown Act) and its state equivalent. To say that we cannot reach our conclusion because we are not city officials is disingenuous at best. Finally, the absence of a lawsuit is irrelevant to whether the city followed the letter and spirit of the Brown Act. To fulfill its responsibility as the custodian of Montebello’s limited resources and to provide increased transparency and opportunities for public involvement, we stand by our recommendation that the city council should ensure that it includes on the council meeting agenda all matters of fiscal policy that it will consider during a public session, as state law requires, and that it discusses these matters in a public forum.

To avoid accruing interest on hotel management fees in the future, we recommended that Montebello develop and adhere to a policy and process that requires it to pay management fees related to its two hotels in a timely manner. In its response, the city argues that such a policy is unnecessary because the city’s existing hotel-related bond agreements already require it to pay these fees when it has revenue available to do so. However, as we noted in our 2018 report, the city accumulated $1.6 million in potentially avoidable interest expense because it did not promptly pay hotel management fees in spite of the requirements in the bond agreements. After the audit in 2018, the city took steps to substantially eliminate its outstanding fee obligations. However, in late 2020 the city resumed its practice of delaying some payments and as of September 2021 approximately $317,000 in deferred fees remained outstanding. Consequently, we continue to believe that the city should develop and adhere to a policy and process that reinforces the requirement that it pay management fees in a timely manner.

The City’s Procurement Practices

In the city’s response to the section of our report that pertains to its procurement practices, it argues that it did not violate its municipal code when it entered into a contract with a new golf course operator without using a competitive process. As we state on page 13, the finance director stated that the city staff believed there would be a shortage of qualified vendors, they had limited time to enter into a new contract, and there was significant public interest in ensuring the golf course remain open. However, the city made no assertion, at the time of the contract, that contracting with this operator met any municipal code criteria for foregoing a competitive bidding process. Further, as we state on page 13, by failing to follow the competitive process established in municipal code, or properly documenting the rationale for its decision to
contract with a vendor without competition, the city may have denied other potential vendors an opportunity to bid and reduced public assurance that the city received the best value for its money. In addition, as it did when it approved the hotel loan, the city council did not include the golf course contract on its published agenda for the meeting in question, in spite of knowing about the need for a golf course operator well in advance of the meeting, likely violating the State’s open meeting laws.

The city also contradicts itself in its response when explaining its use of what it calls the “piggybacking” option in its municipal code—allowing it to contract for a good or service another entity had already procured using a competitive process. On the one hand, the city states it did not improperly use the piggybacking option to procure certain goods and services, while on the other, it notes that it did not adhere to its municipal code because the municipal code needs to be updated to align with current procurement processes. Thus, we stand by our recommendation on page 20, that the city should create a policy requiring staff to document when a valid exception exists to the standard procurements requirements in its municipal code, and that the policy should require staff to report their rationale for using the exception to the city council.

The city also disputes a statement in our report that the city would have benefitted from using a competitive bidding process when seeking financial advising services. As we describe on page 15 of our report, in 2019 the former city manager approved a contract for financial advising services with an estimated maximum value of $49,000 without city council approval, which the municipal code allows. However, the city later authorized more than $90,000 in compensation to its adviser, an amount that would have required the contract to go before the city council for approval. The city also asserts that our report misrepresents the facts. However, on page 15 we provide the finance director’s perspective regarding the contract and specifically state that the finance director noted that it would have been difficult for the city to predict the amount of payments related to its eventual bond offerings when it first procured the adviser’s contract. Further, as we state on page 15, given the adviser’s role in assisting with bond transactions worth millions of dollars, the city should have anticipated that the contract for financial adviser services would far exceed $49,000. Had it done so, the city would have benefited from input from the city council. As such our conclusion is valid and we stand by our recommendations intended to improve the city’s procurement practices.

In its response, the city also attempts to downplay the significance of our finding that staff do not always comply with the city’s credit card purchasing policy. In spite of the processes and policies the city cites in its response, we found credit card transactions in
excess of the allowable limits and transactions that were split to avoid policy limits. In addition, we found an instance where a vendor double-billed the city for a $1,800 purchase and neither the supervisor nor the finance department caught the error. As we note on page 19, the city did not seek and obtain a refund until after we brought this issue to its attention.

**Gift of Public Funds**

We disagree with the city’s contention in its response that it did not make gifts of public funds when it bought gift cards and mugs for its employees, and we did not remove the text from our report as the city requests. As we discuss in detail on page 18, we think these purchases violated the California Constitution, which prohibits gifts of public funds. When we initially brought this to the city’s attention, the city insisted it had not violated state law. However, on October 6, 2021, city officials provided evidence that the city recently raised private contributions sufficient to cover the cost of the gifts. Regardless of whether the city obtained private funds, the facts at the time city officials made the decision to provide gift cards and mugs to employees remain the same and we think these were gifts of public funds.